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The very beginning

In 1990 I was employed in Utrecht, and was looking for a new
topic of research

I was already doing a seminar (in 1989) and planned to teach a
lecture (in 1990) on term rewriting, based on just published lecture
notes from the VU

I heard they recently started a seminar TeReSe (term rewriting
seminar) at the VU in Amsterdam, and decided to join, starting in
October 1990

These meetings had one or two speakers per time

Schedule 1990: Jan 29, March 5, May 28, June 25, Sept 3, Oct 11
+ 22, Nov 7 + 22, Nov 26 PhD defense Aart Middeldorp, Dec 10
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People that joined in that time were

Jan Willem Klop (part time professor)

Roel de Vrijer (assistant professor)

Aart Middeldorp (PhD student, who coined TeReSe)

Fer-Jan de Vries (post-doc)

Vincent van Oostrom (just started as PhD student)

Femke van Raamsdonk (just started her master project)

For me this was the starting point of doing research in term
rewriting, in particular termination

This format of TeReSe meetings at the VU went on for several
years
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The TERESE book

Jan Willem Klop and Roel de Vrijer planned to elaborate their
notes on rewriting to a book

This project ran for several years, and the plans changed

At some moment it was decided to include more authors, and the
team of authors was growing

It was decided that the author would be just TERESE, rather than
a big list of names, honoring the seminar from which the project
grew out

With that many people involved, quite some effort was needed for
managing the whole project

Marc Bezem was attracted to take care of managing the process,
and finally the book appeared in 2003
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This appearance of the TERESE book was celebrated by an
afternoon of presentations followed by a dinner

After that it was decided to have such an afternoon with
presentations followed by a diner twice a year, on the locations in
The Netherlands (including Aachen) where rewriting research was
done (VU Amsterdam, Utrecht, Eindhoven, Aachen, Nijmegen)

The VU people supported the proposal to again use the name
TERESE for this new format

This format continued for several years

Around 2015 the frequency slightly decreased, since 2020 no
TERESE was possible due to COVID

We are happy to have a TERESE meeting now, with more speakers
than ever!
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